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This next code matrix is VERY special.  It describes the way that 
the additional layer of codes are read.  For years the meaning of this 
code matrix was a mystery until one day it was discovered that the 
message was talking about the surface text being brought together by 
the encoded messages themselves. A set of general rules were 
developed  that are summarized on the next two slides. We knew that 
we were correct when this technique was applied to the code 
matrix itself and discovered that the revealed massages describe 
an amazing sequence of events to follow.

The encoded phrase; “exposal of code it will pronounce Me” 
suggests that when this deeper layer of code is revealed, it will be 
absolutely spectacular; in fact it will “pronounce” God. Indeed it has!

Code Key For Additional Information?
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Surface Text Relevance (STR) Codes
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•Surface Text Relevance Codes-Text of the 
Bible, where the encoded letters touch, is 
topically related to the encoded messages that 
lie beneath.

–All encoded letters equate/touch a letter 
somewhere in the surface text of the Bible.

–Surface text is connected with the 
hidden/encoded text that lies underneath.

–Surface text chapter and verse follow one 
after another in sequence.
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–The sequence (direction) is determined by 
the sign of the skip.

»“+” = top to bottom (right to left)
»“-” = bottom to top (left to right)

–Not all words are necessarily chosen from 
each verse

»Relevant word selection is determined 
by the context of: 1) encoded message, 
2) STR message context must be 
uniform throughout from beginning to 
end, 3) context will not conflict with 
biblical facts/truths

Surface Text Relevancy (STR) Codes (Cont.)
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“jump_between_word_a_saying
from_thousands_you_will

construct”

“jump_between_word_a
saying_from_thousands
you_will_construct”

Alternative spacing code.

“exposal_of_code_it_will_pronounce_Me”

“this_way_in_him
which_is_a_code”
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

Microsoft Word 
Document

Code originally found by: L0rd Kyr0N
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“jump_between_word_a_saying
from_thousands_you_will

construct” (Cont.)

“jump_between
word_a_saying
from_thousands
you_will
construct”

“this_way_in_him
which_is_a_code”

3) “...westward in all the business of the Lord, and
in the service of the king.” 1 Chronicles 26:30 (KJV)

1) “And there was also a man that prophesied in the name of
the Lord...who prophesied against this city and against this
land according to all the words...” Jeremiah 26:20 (KJV)
2) “The floods have lifted up, O Lord, the floods have
lifted up their voice; the floods lift up...” Psalms 93:3 (KJV)

4) “And the goat shall bear...iniquities
unto a land...he shall let go...in the
wilderness.” Leviticus 16:22 (KJV)

“exposal_of_code_it_will_pronounce_Me”
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) A prophecy will come, in the name of God, explaining the soon destruction of America.

2) The floodgates of knowledge have been opened with the understanding of this code matrix. It 
describes an additional layer of the interpretation of and understanding of the Bible codes.

3) This effort will be in the service of the one true God. (West - kingdom of God, East - pagan, North 
- bad, South - Evil)

4) At the time that Satan will be pretending to be Christ, the saints will be led into a place of safety. 
The he goat is the United States. The scapegoat will be Satan.
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“jump_between_word_a_saying
from_thousands_you_will

construct” (Cont.)

“jump_between
word_a_saying
from_thousands
you_will
construct”

“this_way_in_him_which_is_a_code”

7) “And I will strengthen the house...and I
will save the house...I will bring them again
to place them; for I have mercy upon them:
and they shall be as though I had not cast
them off: for I am the Lord their God, and
will hear them.” Zechariah 10:6 (KJV)

5) “And the servant answered...that will I give to the
man of God, to tell us our way.” 1 Samuel 9:8 (KJV)

6) “Remember the former things of old: for I am God, and there is
none else; I am God, and there is none like me,” Isaiah 46:9 (KJV)

8) “...another piece...unto the
turning of the wall, even unto the
corner.” Nehemiah 3:24 (KJV)

“exposal_of_code_it_will_pronounce_Me”
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) The servants of the Lord that will come, will provide information as to the path (where to go / what 
to do) that the people should take.

6) This is a reference to the new way (Bible codes) that this additional end time information is coming 
to the saints at the time of the end. ("In the manifestation of that power which lightens the earth 
with the glory of God [Revelation 18], they will see only something which in their blindness they 
think dangerous, something which will arouse their fears, and they will brace themselves to resist 
it. Because the Lord does not work according to their ideas and expectations they will oppose the 
work. 'Why,' they say, 'should we not know the Spirit of God, when we have been in the work so 
many years?'"-Review and Herald Extra Dec. 23, 1890)

7) The Lord will protect and ultimately save those that hear and understand (the saints).

8) This new way of understanding the information will alow them to obtain details beyond the wall to 
the understanding and turn the corner to understand the secrets of knowledge.
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“jump_between_word_a_saying
from_thousands_you_will

construct” (Cont.)

“jump_between
word_a_saying
from_thousands
you_will
construct”

“exposal_of_code_it_will_pronounce_Me”

“this_way_in_him
which_is_a_code”

11) “...And they took...” 2 Kings 20:7 (KJV)

9) “...and divide...they shall divide.” Exodus 21:35 (KJV)

10) “And unto the children...the other half...they
gave...a city of refuge...” Joshua 21:27 (KJV)

CodeMatrix By: David D. Bell

12) “And when these days are
expired...I will accept you, saith
the Lord God.” Ezekiel 43:27 (KJV)
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) These saints (Team144K) with the message, will assist in separating the wheat from the tares 
(shaking).

10) The righteous will be provided a place of safety.

11) The saints listened and understood.

12) After all of this, these people are the same that will be saved. "But whoever will persevere until the 
end will have life." Matthew 24:13 (Peshitta)
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“jump_between_word_a_saying
from_thousands_you_will

construct” (Cont.)

“jump_between
word_a_saying
from_thousands
you_will
construct”“this_way_in_him_which_is_a_code”

15) “For all that do these things are an
abomination unto the Lord: and because
of these abominations the Lord thy God
doth drive them out from before
thee.” Deuteronomy 18:12 (KJV)

13) “There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, as an
error which proceedeth from the ruler:” Ecclesiastes 10:5 (KJV)

14) “And it came to pass, when Israel dwelt in that land...
and lay with...his father's concubine: and Israel heard it.
Now the sons of Jacob were twelve:” Genesis 35:22 (KJV)

CodeMatrix By: David D. Bell

16) “And he spake to his sons,
saying...” 1 Kings 13:27 (KJV)
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“exposal_of_code_it_will_pronounce_Me”
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

13) There is an evil conspiracy that is perpetuated against the people of God by the rulers of the 
nations.

14) During the time when Israel is a nation, at the end of time, the leaders of the nation will be 
influenced by (in bed with) Satan.

15) The abomination of desolation will occur at this time.

16) The children of God were told the prophecy of
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“jump_between_word_a_saying
from_thousands_you_will

construct” (Cont.)

“jump_between
word_a_saying
from_thousands
you_will
construct”

“exposal_of_code_it_will_pronounce_Me”

“this_way_in_him
which_is_a_code”

19) “...year of his reign...he began to purge...
from the high places...” 2 Chronicles 34:3 (KJV)

17) “...the prince shall be clothed with desolation, and the hands of
the people of the land shall be troubled: I will do unto them after their
way, and according to their deserts will I judge them; and they shall
know that I am the Lord.” Ezekiel 7:27 (KJV)

18) “Open thy mouth for the dumb in the cause of all such
as are appointed to destruction.” Proverbs 31:8 (KJV)

CodeMatrix By: David D. Bell

20) “...Would God that we had died
when our brethren died before the
Lord!” Numbers 20:3 (KJV)

21) “...at the door of the king’s house with all
the servants of his lord...” 2 Samuel 11:9 (KJV)
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

17) the prince of the world (Satan) and his followers who will be punished in proportion to their wicked 
ways.

18) It is the responsibility of Team144K to teach those that do not understand the prophecy. The 
people that do not understand nor accept the prophecy are setting themselves on the path to 
destruction.

19) At the time of Satan ruling (as Christ), the evil ones will begin to be removed from their places of 
influence.

20) The question is asked by the saints; "is God leaving us to die as the others have?"

21) God promises to save and bring to heaven His servants. They are at His door at this time.
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